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 Abstract This investigation makes the argument that to a considerable degree, our
 sense of our selves is connected to the way advertising helps us shape our identities
 and focuses our attention on brands as a way of signifying who we are to others. My
 point of departure is Norbert Wiley's The Semiotic Self (1995:37). I will use
 Bakhtin's concept of dialogism to deal with Wiley's notion that the self involves an
 internal conversation in which the present self (the "I") talks about the past self (the
 "me") to the future self (the "you"). The branded self discusses some important
 concepts in semiotic analysis and relates them to the notion of the "self' and then to
 other matters, such as branding.

 Keywords Brands • Self • Semiotics • Postmodernism • Identity

 Teenagers are still young enough to be total suckers for image, for all the
 blandishments of advertising, identity marketing, media messages, trends and
 labels. They still believe in a brand name's power to confer status, cool,
 charisma, knowledge. They construct their identities by the shopping choices
 they make - they're a lot like adults were back in the '50s, before we became
 so wise in the ways of image hucksters.
 Paco Underhill (2009). Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping

 From a semiotic perspective, brands are signifiers that we use to help define
 ourselves to others and, to a certain degree, without being too reductionistic, we can say
 that we are the brands we assemble to forge a public identity. I will discuss this matter

 and relate it to Orrin Klapp 's (1969) work, The Collective Search for Identity, which
 shows how groups use style and brands to establish their identities. Brands, from a
 Peircean perspective, are icons that function as status symbols, among other things.

 The fact that our valuations of brands change and our sense of style is open to fashion

 currents suggest that identities based on brands are open to constant revision and change,
 which brings the question of postmodernism into the discussion. Indeed, it can be argued

 A. A. Berger (EI)
 San Francisco State University, 118 Peralta Avenue, Mill Valley, CA 94941, USA
 e-mail: arthurasaberger@gmail.com
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 that postmodernism (or certain currents in postmodernism) questions the notion that a

 self is, in some way, a coherent construction and suggests that selves can be changed
 with little effort.

 Although the study of signs has a long history in philosophical thought, the modern
 study of signs can be said to have begun with the work of two thinkers - the Swiss
 linguist Ferdinand de Saussure and the American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce.
 Saussure's book Course in General Linguistics is now recognized as one of the most
 influential books of the twentieth century. The book published posthumously in 1915 is

 made of notes from his students that were collected and put together by Charles Bally
 and Albert Sechehaye. Peirce produced an enormous number of writings on semiotic
 theory that have been extremely influential. His ideas will be discussed shortly.
 Saussure offered what might be described as a charter statement about the roles of

 signs in society when he wrote: (1966:16):

 Language is a system of signs that expresses ideas, and is therefore comparable
 to a system of writing, the alphabet of deaf-mutes, symbolic rites, polite
 formulas, military signals, etc. But it is the most important of these systems.
 A science that studies the life of signs within society is conceivable; it would
 be part of social psychology and consequently of general psychology; I shall
 call it semiology (from Greek sëmeîon "sign."). Semiology would show what
 constitutes a sign, what laws govern them.

 Signs, then, have two parts: a sound-image or signifier and a concept or signified',
 the relation between the signifier and signified is not natural but is based on
 convention; that is, the relation is arbitrary. Since the meaning of signs can change
 over time, signs can be studied two ways: synchronically, at a given point in time,
 and diachronically, as they evolve over time.
 Peirce called his science "semiotics," the term which is now widely used for the

 study of signs. He argued that there were three important kinds of signs - icons,
 indexes, and symbols. As he explained:

 An analysis of the essence of a sign. . .leads to a proof that every sign is determined

 by its object, either first, by partaking in the characters of the object, when I call the

 sign an Icon ; secondly, by being really and in its individual existence connected
 with the individual object, when I call the sign an Index ; thirdly, by more or less
 approximately certainty that it will be interpreted as denoting the object, in
 consequence of a habit (which term I use as a natural disposition), when I call the
 sign a Symbol Quoted in J. Jay Zeman, "Peirce 's Theory of Signs" in T. Sebeok,
 A Perfusion of Signs. Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press. 1977:36).

 For Peirce, a sign "is something which stands to somebody for something in some
 respect or capacity" (Zeeman: 1977: 24). So there are three elements to be
 considered: the sign, what the sign means, and the person who interprets the sign.
 One of the most important insights Saussure offered involved the nature of concepts.

 For Saussure, concepts are defined differentially - their meaning is based on what they
 aren't. As he wrote "Concepts are purely differential and defined not by their positive
 content but negatively by their relations with the other terms of the system. Their most
 precise characteristic is in being what the others are not (1915/1966: 117). "Signs function,
 then" he added, "not through their intrinsic value but through their relative position."
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 (1915/1966: 118). The meaning of a concept, then, is always a function of its relationship
 with other concepts. Because of the nature of language we tend to think about concepts

 in terms of polar oppositions such rich and poor, healthy and sick and so on.

 If Saussure is correct, the concept "self' only has meaning in terms of it opposite
 or oppositional terms such as "the group," "society," or some other similar concept.
 And this opposition term is needed to give the concept of the "self' meaning. We
 may ask - without society or some other "oppositional" entity, could the self exist?
 Jonathan Culler's book, Ferdinand de Saussure (Revised Edition) shows how

 Saussure's ideas relate to the matter of the self and individual existence. He writes,
 discussing the ideas of Saussure, Freud and Durkheim (1986:86):

 For human beings, society is a primary reality, not just the sum of individual
 experiences, not the contingent manifestations of Mind; and if one wishes to
 study human behavior, one must grant that there is a social reality... In short,
 sociology, linguistics, and psychoanalytic psychology are possible only when
 one takes the meanings which are attached to and which differentiate objects
 and actions in society as a primary reality, as fact to be explained. And since
 meanings are a social product, explanation must be carried out in social terms.

 In other words, meanings are socially transmitted which suggests that society is
 primary, and is not just an abstraction for a group of individuals. Culler quotes
 Jeremy Bentham who wrote (1986:85) "society is a fictitious body, the sum of the
 several members who compose it." Semiotically speaking, we need society or, in
 relation to the self, others, to make the notion of the self possible. Without others
 there are no selves and we use the existence of others, and the knowledge they
 possess, to help us create our selves.
 Wiley has suggested in his book The Semiotic Self (1995:37) that "The

 fundamental source of semiotic power, like reflexivity, is based in the structure of
 the self. The I-you-me structure has a kind of centrifugal force which holds it
 together and gives it solidarity. This intra-personal solidarity permits continuous self-
 reflexive awareness." This statement can be seen as a kind of updating, with a focus
 on the self and personal identity, of M.M. Bakhtin's dialogical theory. As Bakhtin
 writes in The Dialogical Imagination (1981:280):

 The word in living conversation is directly, blatantly, oriented toward a future
 answer-word: it provokes an answer, anticipates it and structures itself on the
 answer's direction. Forming itself in an atmosphere of the already spoken, the
 word is at the same time determined by that which has not yet been said but which

 is needed an in fact anticipated by the answering word. Such is the situation in any
 living dialogue.

 The three time periods that Bakhtin discusses - the present, past and future -
 correspond to the three kinds of conversations Wiley says we have in creating our selves.
 Bakhtin also discusses the way texts (works of literature and by extension other

 phenomena) were often based on previous works, a concept that can be described as
 "Intertextuality." As he writes (1981:69):

 Certain types of texts were constructed like mosaics out of the texts of others. . .

 One of the best authorities on medieval parody. . .states outright that the history
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 of medieval literature and its Latin literature in particular "is the history of
 appropriation, re-working and imitation of someone else's property" - or as we
 would say, of another's language, another's style, another's word.

 This paper suggests that a self, at least a public identity, can be seen, semiotically
 speaking, as a kind of text that is constructed, in an intertextual way, out of other
 people's texts, or for the purposes of this investigation, their branded fashion
 creations and other similarly branded commodities.
 Brands, for semioticians, are what Saussure called signifiers (yet they often are

 identified by icons) that companies use to help establish their identities. The essence
 of a brand is being "different" from other brands and from generic products. Brands
 use advertising to establish an image of what they are and what kind of people use
 their products. Brands, we may say, are pure connotation. Saussure said (1915/1965:
 120) "in language there are only differences." From a Saussurean perspective we can
 say "in brands, there are only differences." Brands compete with one another and
 with generic products or commodities.
 Laura R. Oswald, in her article "Semiotics and Strategic Brand Management,"

 discusses the role of semiotics in creating brands (http:www.media.illinois.edu/
 advertisng/semiotics oswald.pdf). She writes:

 Over the past ten years or so, brand strategy researchers have come to
 recognize the importance of brand communication in building and sustaining
 brand equity, the value attached to a brand name or logo that supercedes
 product attributes and differentiates brands in the competitive arena... The
 contribution of brand meanings and perceptions to profitability - the Coca
 Cola brand is valued at over $70 billion - testifies to the power of symbolic
 representation to capture the hearts and minds of consumers by means of
 visual, audio, and verbal signs. The semiotic - or symbolic - dimension of
 brands is therefore instrumental for building awareness, positive associations,
 and long-term customer loyalty, and contributes to trademark ownership and
 operational advantages such as channel and media clout. Consequently, managing
 brand equity means managing brand semiotics.

 It is semiotic theory more than anything else, she argues, that enables us to
 understand what brands are, how they work and the role they play in consumer
 decision making.
 Branding claims distinctiveness - relative to other brands, that is. If three men or

 three thousand men wear the same brand of sunglasses, they cannot claim to be
 distinctive, except in relation to other brands. It is advertising, more than anything else,
 which brands use to establish their identities and to portray the kind of people who use,
 or should use, that brand. Some brands use celebrities in their advertising. In other cases,

 a celebrity or prominent person wears a product which becomes popular.
 What's important about brand-name products is that when we see a person

 wearing a certain brand or collection of brands, we get, we believe, a sense of what
 the person using the brands is like - if, that is, we have seen advertisements for the
 brand and know something about it. Branded luxury objects are status symbols and
 help confer high status upon those who use them. If a self is a kind of conversation
 we have with ourselves, what happens when we get tired of certain brands and
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 switch to others? Is there a kind of dissociation that occurs as we take on a new self
 based on new brands that we now find attractive?

 In his book The Collective Search for Identity Orrin Klapp offers an interesting
 catalogue of fashions in the 1960s that, among other things, offers insights into the
 way people use fashion to help create their identities and the problems that arise
 from relying on style to fashion an identity. He discusses a number of matters
 (1962:75):

 ( 1 ) the sheer variety of "looks" (types) available to the common man;
 (2) the explicitness of identity search (for the real you);
 (3) ego-screaming: the plea look at me!;
 (4) style rebellion (style uses as a means of protest or defiance);
 (5) theatricalism and masquerading on the street;
 (6) pose as a way of getting to the social position one wants;
 (7) dandyism: (living for style, turning away from the Horatio Alger... model of

 success);
 (8) dandyism of the common man as well as the aristocrat;
 (9) pronounced escapism in many styles (such as those of beatniks, hippies,

 surfers....);

 (10) a new concept of the right to be whatever one pleases, regardless of what
 others think (the new romanticism);

 (11) the breakdown of status symbols, the tendency of fashions to mix and obscure
 classes rather than differentiate them.

 This list suggests some of the different routes people can take when creating
 branded selves, and points out some of the problems branding causes, because in
 some cases the icons that signify a certain status may not be recognized by others or
 may be misinterpreted by them. In some cases, people lie with styles. Klapp offers
 the example of a group of people who wear all the clothes that motorcycle riders
 wear and look like motorcycle riders, but don't have motorcycles.

 As Klapp suggest, some people dress down and hide their status by purchasing
 clothes and cars that don't show their true socio-economic status, and the reverse
 occurs with some people who dress above their socio-economic status, by devoting
 most of their income to such things. Most people fall in between these two polarities,
 but we must recognize that just about everything we purchase is branded, though
 store brands of foods and household supplies and second or third tier brands of
 clothes still are brands. Some people, who pay little attention to brands, end up as
 what Klapp would call "styleless" individuals, though from a semiotic perspective,
 this is not quite accurate and one can never be "styleless." There is, we suggest, no
 escape from brands; what many people do is find certain brands that they are
 comfortable with and use them to help create their selves - their public identities.

 We can make a distinction between three levels of the self: the persona or mask -
 that is, the public self which is the branded self. At a level below that is the privata ,
 the private self that we do not display to others and find difficulty in accessing most
 of the time. And at the lowest level is the privatissima , the self that we cannot ever
 know, but which plays a role in shaping our other selves. It may be that brands speak
 to something in this privatissima that then manifests itself in the brands we purchase
 to create our personas, our public branded selves.
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 The fact that the self is so often defined by the collection of brands a person
 selected to create a public identity, and the fact that people change their branded
 selves suggests that the concept of "the self' is a modernist one, based on a notion
 that a self is somehow lasting and coherent in its stylistic formation. The branded
 self, which argues that selves are based on the selection of brands that people think
 suit themselves, suggests a postmodern perspective on the self - one in which
 eclecticism rules. Jean-François Lyotard 's discussion of the eclecticism found in
 postmodernism is a good example of this. He writes in his book The Postmodern
 Condition (1984:76):

 Eclecticism is the degree zero of contemporary culture: one listens to reggae,
 watches a western, eats McDonald's food for lunch and local cuisine for
 dinner, wears Paris perfume in Tokyo and "retro" clothes in Hong Kong;
 knowledge is a matter for TV games. It is easy to find a public for eclectic
 works. By becoming kitsch, art panders to the confusion which reigns in the
 "taste" of the patrons. Artists, gallery owners, critics, and public wallow
 together in the "anything goes" and the epoch is one of slackening.

 What we find in postmodernist societies, then, is a mixture of upscale branded
 products and cheap generic products, which leads to a very personal style or, if we
 look at this differently, as style confusion.
 There are no static selves in postmodern societies, as people are continually

 reinventing themselves and since this is done through our fashion and various props,
 it means that postmodern selves are based upon the continual consumption of
 clothes, cell phones, MP3 players (such as iPods), tablet computers and other items
 that we use to influence the way people perceive us. Lady Gaga, who described
 herself as a "student of fame," would be an example of the way we use fashion and
 props to continually reinvent ourselves. In the end, it is the dollar or other currencies
 that provide postmodern selves and societies with a kind of grounding.
 Some philosophers have suggested we now live in a post-postmodern era - one

 which has no name that is commonly accepted. How the self will define itself, if it
 can find a way to define itself in this nameless period, is anyone's guess.
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